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Aniverb and Anoccuverb Bingo

 “Aniverb” is a coined combination of “animal” and “verb.” The higher level 
bingo on the reverse side, “Anoccuverb,” is an amalgam of “animal,” “occupa-
tion,” and “verb.”

 The aim of Aniverb Bingo is, first, to learn or review the names of 16 
animals (singular and plural) and 16 action verbs. Next is 
to have students produce short present progressive state-
ments, as cued by the illustrations. The final challenges, 
for those of sufficient maturity, are short past tense, ex-
tended present progressive, and extended past tense sen-
tences.

 Anoccuverb Bingo is an aid to learn or review 16 ad-
ditional animal names, another 16 verbs, and 16 occupational names, as well. 
Anoccuverb Bingo should not be begun until students have at least reached 
proficiency with short present progressive sentences with Aniverb Bingo.

 Using these bingo games to teach or reinforce the past tense is helpful if 
the past is concurrently being learned in texts or readers, and especially if kids 
are expected to report on their activities or have begun writing English diaries 
as homework.

 All six cards of Aniverb Bingo are the same difficulty level with the same 
animals and actions depicted on successive cards. But there is no reappear-
ance of the same animal(s) doing the same actions – 96 separate combina-
tions. This makes things challenging and more interesting. But it also means 
that, since no two cards have duplicate scenes, the teacher cannot call out tar-
get sentences. The teacher (after going over examples as necessary) will only 
call out an animal or a verb; further, we can only call either all animals or all 
verbs in a single game. “Bingo!” squealing students must validate their tenta-
tive championship by saying whatever words or sentences are required for the 
step-level being attempted.

 As in Aniverb, in Anoccuverb Bingo #1 through #3, there are no duplicate 
illustrations; thus, no duplicate descriptive sentences. The same animal per-
forms a particular action but once, and is assigned a certain occupation, also, 
only once. However, cards #4, #5, and #6 repeat #1, #2, and #3 respectively, 
with only cartoon locations being changed. While the real reason for this was 
fatigue and computerless combining quandaries, there is a certain justified 
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after-the-fact advantage: With a class of up to six, you can use, e.g., cards #1 
and #4 with two teams of three each, and call out the full sentence they will 
be required to reproduce when they “bingo.” At the higher levels intended with 
Anoccuverb Bingo, this makes sense and can speed mastery.

 We recommend, by the way, that these, and other bingo games as well, be 
played by teams of two students per card (three if odd-numbered) unless small 
class size makes individual playing necessary.

	 Teachers	unfamiliar	with	“Bingo	Games,”	in	the	teacher’s	manual,	should	
refer to it before reading the following Aniverb and Anoccuverb step descrip-
tions.

Aniverb Bingo

 (Kids should be acquainted with some or all of the verbs via teacher-
commanded pantomiming and any visual aids available. Animals names can be 
learned from the bingo cards.)

Steps
 1. The teacher (after preview or review) calls out animal names until one 

team gets a “bingo.” Teammates must say back those names sequentially, 
using plural forms when so depicted. If they miss one, the chip covering the 
missed square is taken and the game continues.

 2. Same as above, but the kids must say back alternately with no help from 
their partner. (All higher steps presume this sequence of progression – 
first together, later individually. And when speaking together, actually, the 
slower	child	may	simply	repeat	his	partner’s	words,	if	we	choose	to	“cheat	
fairly” for that team.)

 3. The teacher calls either animals only or verbs only. 
When a team gets a bingo, they must say both. E.g., 
“dog - swim.”

 4. The teacher calls either animals or verbs only. Bin-
go-ing kids say, “The dog is swimming,” etc.

 5. The teacher calls either animals or verbs only. Bin-
go-ing kids say, “The dog swam,” etc.

 6. Bingo-ing kids say, “The dog is swimming in a pool.” The sequence of steps 
5 and 6 has logic in terms of progressive difficulty, as past tense verbs are 
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usually easier to learn than are lengthy sentences. But the order of steps 5 
and 6 could also be switched. Or extended present progressive could even 
be skipped in favor of extended past tense, going from “The dog swam” to 
“The dog swam in a pool.”

Anoccuverb Bingo

 The steps should be the same as with Aniverb Bingo, except that the oc-
cupation names must be introduced at some point. With 
older students this may be done simultaneously with 
step #1, #3, or #4. Or, especially with younger ones, an 
extra step may be used to introduce the occupations. In 
any case, the final steps might be, e.g., “The frog coach 
is talking,” “The frog coach is talking to the pole vaulter,” 
and, “The frog coach talked to the pole vaulter.” Again, 
as with Aniverb Bingo, the timing of past-tense introduc-
tion, etc., is up to the teacher.

 Most of the extended sentences are simply more complete descriptions of 
the cartooned actions. Others, because of illustrating limitations or poor plan-
ning, are arbitrary but the most agreeable we were able to form in keeping with 
brevity. Teacher- or student-created alternatives are always an option. Also, 
as these are American authored, there will sometimes be an alternative word-
choice favored by a British or British English trained teacher.


